
Meet Marie...
Recently awarded her SUP Sheltered Water Award!

After a number of years of working in teaching, coaching, rehab and enabling people who have physical disabilities and 
mental health issues, I discovered paddling! My first ever session on the water involved breaking through the ice with a 
kayak paddle and from that day, I haven't looked back. With my previous experience, it was only a matter of time 
before I wanted to share my love of paddling with others and began my coaching pathway in canoe, kayak and SUP 
through to Canoe Leader and whatever lies ahead. 
 
Stand-up Paddleboarding has been a constant throughout my paddling life and my enjoyment of SUP hasn't stopped 
at sheltered water, I am developing my WW SUP skills further at HPP with other SUP enthusiasts from the Nottingham 
WW SUP group. Anyone who loves paddleboarding should give this a try, it is so much fun!

I chose to take the NEW SUP Sheltered Water Award for a 
number of reasons...
 
Firstly because I fell in love with SUP from the first time I stepped 
on one, the second time I paddled in high winds (with waves 
breaking on the lake) but this did not deter me, it only added an 
element of excitement of the sport. Achieving this award gives me 
a concrete way of benchmarking my skills.
 
The second reason is that I love coaching paddlesport, including 
SUP. As a Sheltered Water Coach I have the pleasure of sharing my 
enjoyment of paddlesports with others. Always wanting to help 
people to develop their skills, I can include some of the things I 
observed into my practice. This will be especially useful when 
coaching the New Personal Performance Awards to those who 
have paddleboard as their chosen craft.
 
Thirdly, having trained as a chartered physio, I am interested in 
using paddlesport, including SUP, to help those with disabilities 
and mental health issues. I believe that paddleboarding can be 
used to improve physical health and well being with getting out 
into green spaces, as well as challenging more specific areas like 
balance and coordination.

I loved both attending the course and observing the way this new award is delivered, to do this on a paddleboard 
was a bonus. Phil Hadley is very knowledgeable and he added an element of fun to the award. Everyone learned 
new skills and ended the day smiling. The award is a good benchmark for progression from the Paddle Explore Award 
as you demonstrate your skill level throughout the day. The award included journey planning, rescues and being aware 
of potential hazards. We undertook a trip upriver and back from which everyone returned a more confident and 
independent paddleboarder.
 
I am happy to have gained this award and will continue to share my love of paddlesports and use my paddleboard 
skills and knowledge to widen participation in paddlesports. This award has added to my toolkit from which I can draw 
upon to help and coach others. I am hoping to provide the new Sheltered Water SUP Award to help people measure 
their progress.
 
On a personal level I am going to continue to explore lakes and rivers within the UK on paddleboard (and other craft) 
and develop my white water SUP skills... maybe look at the SUP WW Award in the future too!


